Abstract: This paper reports the algorithm of trajectory planning and the strategy of four-leg coordination for quasi-static stair climbing in a quadruped robot. This development is based on the geometrical interactions between robot legs and the stair, starting from single-leg analysis, followed by two-leg collaboration, and then four-leg coordination. In addition, a brief study on the robot's locomotion stability is also included. Finally, simulation and experimental testing were executed to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
Introduction
Locomotion of robots on uneven terrain has drawn great attention in recent years. It has been widely reported that robots can achieve great mobility on rough terrains. However, much less research has been conducted related to stair climbing. Some examples of stair-climbing robots include the Shrimp Rover [1] , which has a clever mechanism design that combines wheels and self-adjustable linkages to maintain suitable body posture and increase its mobility on uneven terrain and stairs. Similarly, Loper [2] climbs stairs by rotating four Tri-lobe wheels. IMPASS [3] climbs obstacles using two rimless spoke wheels with two degrees of freedoms (DOFs). Some tracked robots [4] also utilize the treads on the tracks, which on certain levels can grab the edges of stairs. The humanoid robot ASIMO [5] , developed by HONDA, has demonstrated stair climbing behavior quite frequently in various robot shows. The hexapod ASTERISK [6] climbs stairs based on precise recognition of each stair by laser scanner. The hexapod robot RHex [7] also demonstrates excellent performance on stairs, including both stair ascent [8] and descent [9] . As for the quadrupeds, several of them are reported to have great mobility; for example, the Scout series [10] , Tekken [11] , Titan [12] , and RIMHO [13] climb stairs utilizing various forms of sensory feedback, such as contact sensors, inclinometers, and joint sensors. Recently, the DARPA Learning Locomotion Program, which uses the BDI-developed small quadruped robot Little Dog as a common platform, included stair climbing as one of its tasks. However, due to its small size compared to the stair, the gait developed for this platform usually performs in an intermittent manner.
In general, however, literature about stair climbing by quadrupeds is still very limited.
In addition to our goal of driving Quattroped [14] on various terrains, we are interested in investigating general stair climbing strategy in a mid-size quadruped (i.e. body length around 40-80 cm), which is approximately the minimum size of a robot capable of continuous stair climbing. Because the rolling locomotion induced by the half-circle legs of Quattroped is not typical, we are focusing on the more general "point contact" legs to construct a basic framework and address how to treat the stair climbing problem from kinematic and geometrical point of views. The algorithm developed for this purpose requires various assumptions but was not designed for a particular robot, so it might be suitable for a larger family of mid-size quadrupeds.
The next section introduces relevant terminologies and assumptions utilized in the algorithm, followed by trajectory planning, which is detailed in the section on trajectory planning, including analysis of a single leg, coordination of two and four legs, and a brief summary of trajectory planning procedure. A section on stability analysis briefly investigates the quasi-static stability of a robot during stair climbing, followed by simulation results. A section on error adoption briefly reviews the error sources. This is followed by a section of experiment results reporting and discussing the field test results. The last section concludes the work.
Terminologies and Assumptions
The goal of this paper is to construct a framework with a steady stair climbing gait in a quadruped robot, mainly including leg trajectory generation and 4-leg coordination. The design is created in work space then transformed into joint space for robot locomotion.
Assumptions and associated terminologies used in the algorithm are listed below and depicted in Figure 1 
Robot motion:
The robot body is modeled as a rectangle, and its center of mass (COM) is assumed to be located at the center of the rectangle. The robot body is assumed to be operated in the quasi-static constant-velocity forward motion without any pitch and roll motion, and dynamics of the swing leg are ignored due to its low inertia compared to that of the body. In addition, the foot is the only portion of the robot to make ground contact during locomotion, like that of quadruped animals in general. These assumptions have the following implications: (3) Geometrically, the stair is the periodic composition of steps with a certain width and height. Thus, the nominal trajectory of each foot is scheduled to be moved in a periodic manner from one step to another step. For simplicity, the distance between the foot ground-contact point 
Trajectory Planning
Trajectory analysis of a single leg Figure 2 (a) depicts the geometrical configurations of a leg L i, i=FR,FL,HR,HL "right before" the lift-off of the foot from the lower step (left pink bar) and "right after" the touchdown on the upper step (right pink bar) with the given arbitrary a i . To simplify the design process, we temporarily assume that the leg lengths at the lift-off and the touchdown are equal, and the time duration for the leg to swing from lift-off to touchdown is infinitesimal. These assumptions add conservative constraints on the estimation of the required leg length, and those will be released in the following sections to meet real situations. To avoid collision between the non-foot portion of the leg and the edge of the step during leg swing from the lower step to the upper step, the length of the leg needs to be long enough to lift the hip joint H i, i=FR,FL,HR,HL above the horizontal surface of the upper step, as shown in Figure 2 (a). The right blue-dashed line indicates the lowest configuration of the leg L i to meet this requirement. Figure 2 (a) clearly shows that min is purely determined by the geometry of the stair,
In the meantime, the contact offset a i is constrained as well,
and this inequality keeps the hip joint from hitting the stair. Please note that min does not mean the minimum length the leg can achieve, but the minimum length the leg should have in order to perform a successful swing from the lower step to the upper step.
With the empirically-measured nominal values of the stair W = 27 cm and H = 17 cm, the min is calculated 18.85 cm. In addition, in general the robot has a maximum operable leg length max (green dashed line). These two constraints provide upper and lower bounds for feasible leg length during stair climbing min max  , and these two further confine the possible locations of hip joint H i, i=FR,FL,HR,HL on the red line as shown in Figure 2 (a). The figure also clearly shows that the longer red line indicates the wider range of the hip clearance d we can select. Figure 2 (a) also reveals that the contact offset a i is closely related to d, the geometrical configuration of the steps (CL and ), and the length of the robot leg in the following manner:
When the leg length equals its minimum required value min , Equation (3) can be simplified to: 

, the feasible range of contact offset a i can be derived by (3) . This shows that the value a i can be varied with the given maximum leg length max and the hip clearance d. This reveals two trends: First, if the robot's leg has a larger max , a wider range of a i is possible. Second, to have a larger hip clearance d implies the use of a smaller contact offset a i , which means the foot should make contact with the step closer to the step edge. In addition, the feasible range of a i also determines the difference between the timings for right and left legs when swinging from the lower step to the upper one, which further determines whether or not coordination among legs is feasible. The details of the related materials will be illustrated in the following section.
Coordination between two front or hind legs
If only a single leg, with the assumptions defined in the previous section, is considered, the leg is capable of moving from one step to another step as long as the length of the leg is longer than the minimum required length min . However, this requirement is not sufficient if the motions of two front or hind legs are considered together, due to the fact that two legs cannot swing simultaneously in order to maintain the static stability of the robot (i.e. at least three legs need to be on the ground). Since the hip joints of the right and left legs coincide at the same point from a side view as shown in Figure 2 (a) (H FR and H FL / H HR and H HL ), different timings for right and left legs also mean different geometrical locations of the hip joints H i with respect to the stair when the right or left leg swings. Thus, with given maximum leg length max and hip clearance d, the feasible positions of H i for leg swing is shown in Figure  2 (b). The earliest timing occurs when hip joint H i reaches the point p min (at which point the leg length is equal to min ), and the latest timing is when it reaches p max (at which point the leg length is equal to max ). Please note that the contact offset a i is also at its two extremes a min and a max with hip joints arriving at p min and p max . This figure also clearly reveals that longer max allows for a bigger difference in the configurations (or timings) for the swinging of the right and left legs. In practice, the motor has a torque limit and it is not feasible for a motor to drive a leg to different configurations within infinitesimal timing. Thus, certain position differences between p min and p max must exist, so the swing motion can be practically achieved. Though wider separation of p min and p max can reduce the requirement of the motor torque, the separation also has an upper limit due to the possible interference of coordination among all four legs, and this effect will be described in detail in the following section.
As previously mentioned, the timing of the leg swing is strongly determined by the position of the hip joint H i relative to the step. Once the hip joint reaches a certain position along the motion trajectory  H , the associate leg L i is required to initiate the swing motion, as depicted in Figure 2(b) . If the leg starts to swing earlier than it should, it may hit the edge of the stair (for the blue leg only) or may not be able to reach the upper stair at the designated location with contact offset a i due to length constraint. However, if the leg doesn't start to swing at the necessary location, it may not be able to reach the new contact at the upper stair in time. Both cases will cause instability in the robot's locomotion. Thus, how to arrange adequate timings to swing all four legs in sequence within one characteristic length CL is the essential task for stable robot locomotion.
In reality, the swing of a leg from lift-off position at the lower step to touchdown position at the upper step takes a certain amount of time due to the limitation of the motor torque. Thus, the positions of hip joint H i, i=FR,FL,HR,HL at lift-off and at touchdown will be different on the trajectory  H based on the assumption of constant-velocity robot locomotion, as described in Section II. Figure 2 (c) depicts several snapshots of leg motions during swings, and the green region illustrates the traveling distance D i, i=FR,FL,HR,HL of hip H i for the leg L i to complete a swing. It is clear that the timing to lift-off for the left leg (blue color) cannot happen before the touchdown of the right leg (green color) in order to maintain static stability. On the safe side, a buffer time D Δ is also designed to avoid any incorrect coordination due to a motion delay.
Following the assumptions shown in Figure 2 (b) that the right leg starts to swing at its earliest time ( = min , blue color) and the left leg swings at its latest time ( = max , green color), the position (or time) difference D s at which the right and left leg start to swing can be calculated quantitatively: ) are set to be executed contiguously. It is not feasible to swing the legs in the sequence of front-hind-front-hind legs because of possible collision with the edge of the step and leg length constraint max as depicted in Figure  2 (c). If max is much larger than min and if d is far from the stair, this constraint can be released. In this case the robot size is generally much larger compared to that of the steps.
Coordination among all four legs
Stair climbing from step to step is a periodic motion, so it is intuitive that all four legs are required to complete the swings while the hip joints or the robot body climbs one step of the stairs (i.e., one CL). In addition, since right and left legs should swing consecutively, it is more convenient to analyze 4-leg coordination by considering the arrangement of two D a s in one CL: one for front legs and one for hind legs. Thus, it is intuitive that D a should be no more than half of CL, or it is not possible to put two (D a )s in one CL, and this also means that a swing of all four legs cannot be done in one step of stair climbing.
The adequate arrangement of two (D a )s in one CL depends on two parameters: one is the duration of D a , and the other is the body length BL. The starting point p min of D a is located at a specific location with respect to the step, so the freedom to tune the duration of D a lies in the selection of max which determines the end point p max . After a specific D a is selected, whether two D a s overlap with each other is strongly determined by BL. Figure 3 shows three different scenarios: In (a) four legs can swing periodically and sequentially without any problem, but in (b) and (c) there exists certain interference between the front leg and hind legs. In Figure 3, The swing phase of the hind legs ends when the hind hip joints H HR /H HL arrive at p 2 , while the front joints arrive at q 2 . Therefore, it is obvious that in (a) during the entire swing phase p 1 to p 2 of the hind legs, the front hip moves from q 1 to q 2, and thus is not in the swing phase; so, the adequate swings of all four legs is possible. However, (b) indicates that the hind right leg needs to start its swing (arriving p 1 ) while the front left leg is still in swing phase, and (c) indicates that the front right leg needs to start its swing before the hind left leg is finished. Both (b) and (c) have certain time periods where two legs are needed in the swing phase; thus the assumption of static stability cannot be maintained thoroughly in one CL motion cycle. The quantitative criteria to avoid interference among 4 legs like (b) and (c), as shown in Figure 3 , can be summarized as follows:
where rem(x,y) represents the function to acquire the remainder of x/y, and its length is plotted using a brown color in Figure 3 . In addition, the constraint that grants the nonzero duration D a is:
These inequalities represent important relations among dimensions of the stairs, W and H, and lengths of the robot body BL and legs . Assuming the body length is designed within the range CL<BL<2CL, Equations (8) The inequalities shown in Equations (14)- (16) are plotted in Figure 4(a) , where the coordinates of three axes are dimensionless W/BL, H/BL, and max /BL. The volume enclosed by these three surfaces indicates feasible relations among these variables for successful 4-leg coordination. With the selections of max = 21 cm, BL = 44.4 cm, and p= 42%, the 2D cross-section can be extracted from the 3D plot, as shown in Figure 4(b) , which is very informative in selecting suitable variables, such as BL with given W and H. It is important to note that the simplification from Equations (8)- (10) to Equations (11)- (12) is based on the assumption of CL<BL<2CL. Different assumptions will yield different results, which further derives different inequalities. In the current setting the parameters D a are around 25.4%, which leaves room for tuning BL with respect to W and H. If D a reaches its maximum value (i.e. half of the CL), the swing of the front and hind leg pairs occur consecutively, and the body length is strictly confined to ( 0.5)  BL n , where n is a positive integer. 
Trajectory planning procedure
The analysis thus far can be summarized in a standard design procedure, as described below: 1. With given sizes of stairs (W and H), the required minimum leg length min can be computed according to Equation (1).
Assign the maximum leg length max according to
Equations (14)- (16), avoiding the front and hind legs operating in the swing phase at the same time. 3. Define the desired hip clearance d. 4. Derive the contact offset a of the right leg, a R , from (4). Here we assume the right leg swings at its earliest possible timing, where the leg length is equal to min and a R is equal to a min . 5. Derive the contact offset a of the left leg, a L , from Equation (3), with equal to max . Here we assume the left leg swings at its latest possible timing, where the leg length is equal to max and a L is equal to a max . 6. Set the parameter for 4-leg coordination according
Equations (5)- (7). With the above settings, the algorithm can be executed correctly. 
Stability Analysis
The above analysis is focused on motion planning on the sagittal plane. In practice, roll balance should be considered as well, especially in the situation where the robot is supported by less than four legs. Figure 5 (a) shows that there exist certain moments when the COM might fall out of the instantaneous triangle region formed by three ground contact points, so the contact points of the legs with adequate contact offset a i on the stairs should be chosen carefully. Based on the permutation of the legs shown in Figure 5(b) , two possible arrangements of a i are found. In the first case, both right legs contact the step with a min , where leg lengths are equal to min , shown in Figure 2(b) , and both left legs contact the step with a max , where the leg lengths are equal to max . This is the scenario used in the previous sections. In this case, the swing sequence of all four legs in one period is L HR , L HL , L FR , and L FL . In the other case, (a i )s are switched in the front leg pairs. Thus, the swing sequence of all four legs in one period is L HR , L HL , L FL , and L FR . The quasi-static stability of the robot during stair climbing can be analyzed by the relative location of the COM with respect to the contact triangles formed by three step-contact legs, as shown in Figure 5 . In both cases, each triangle indicates the instant where one specific leg is in swing phase, and the square mark in the same color as the triangle shows the position of the COM in that instant. This figure clearly shows that the robot would keep balanced as the front legs swing from the lower step to the upper one, but it may lose balance as the hind legs swing, since the COM falls out of the contact triangle. By using the same set of parameters BL = 44.4 cm, BW = 36 cm, max = 21 cm, p = 42%, the percentages of time where the COM of the robot falls out of the contact triangle in cases 1 and 2 are 27.3% and 30%, respectively. The actual pitching and rolling behaviors of the robot due to this unbalanced moment are further determined by its time duration and the dynamics of the robots.
Error Adaptation
In empirical settings, the sizes of the stairs are generally different from one another. Thus, how the difference in stair dimension affects the performance of the algorithm should be addressed accordingly. Following the parameter settings developed in the previous sections, assume that W and H are the average sizes of the group of stairs and ΔW & ΔH are the differences with their average values. The dimension error of the stair is discussed in two settings:
In the first case, only the depth W of the stair has error (ΔW  0, ΔH = 0). Figure 6 (a) shows that the error of depth changes the distance d only. According to the geometric analysis in the previous section, the distance d is inverse with touchdown distance a. If ΔW > 0, d becomes larger, and the touchdown position of the leg on the next step is located closer to the edge of the stair (i.e., value a becomes smaller). When the error is too large, the robot might lose its ground contact. In contrast, if ΔW < 0, d becomes smaller, the touchdown position of the leg on the next step moves closer to the edge of the next step (i.e., value a becomes larger). In addition, the leg may hit the next step during swing phase. The permissible error range can be calculated based on the geometric relationship: is derived from (6) . By using the same set of parameters, W = 27 cm, H = 17 cm, max = 21 cm, and d = 2.8 cm, the acceptable range is 2.9 > ΔW > (-12.05 cm). It is the overall limit of the error. Because error is accumulative, the computation should be made in an iterative manner. Assuming the robot moves on the i th stair, the ΔW t is the summed errors generated by the previous stairs,
If ΔW t of all the steps are within the error range, the robot can operate safely during stair climbing without any sensory feedback and posture adjustment.
In the second case, only the height H of the stair has error (ΔW = 0, ΔH  0). If ΔH > 0, the leg may touch the stair in its swing phase, and the robot should calculate this ( , ) immediately according to the new geometric relationship. This will satisfy the trajectory of the robot. If ΔH < 0, the leg may not be able to touch the step in its ground phase, and the swing phase should be prolonged. Empirically, the PD errors of the motor controls sensed by encoders can be utilized as the indicators of the ground contact condition.
Simulation
When the trajectories of the hips are known, the essential climbing parameters can be generated directly through a geometric relationship, including the timing of the swing phase, the touchdown distance a R and a L , and ( , ) of each leg. The algorithm developed in the previous sections has been simulated in Matlab with a particular set of parameters (W = 27, H = 17, d = 8.5, L = 21, BL = 44.4, and p = 41%), which matches the parameters of Quattroped [14] and of general local stairs. Figure 7 (left) shows sequential snapshots of simulated results for the climbing of one step. The full simulation is available as the supplemental material associated with this paper. The simulation shows that the legs can be coordinated to swing from the lower step to the upper step in sequence with one travel distance CL of COM without any interference, as expected from the analysis.
Experiment Results and Discussion
The algorithm was implemented on the robot
Quattroped and experimentally evaluated. The robot climbed 10 times on two different-size stairs with geometry (W = 31 cm, H = 17.5 cm) and (W = 28 cm, H = 16 cm). Please note that both sizes are different from the default settings (W = 27 cm, H = 17 cm), so the experimental runs were at a certain level testing the applicable size of stairs as well. Figure 7 (middle & right) shows the sequential images extracted from one of the typical runs from each. The full video is also available as supplemental material associated with this paper. The two sets of 14 snapshots of the robot configuration also correspond to the 14 simulated subplots shown in Figure  7 (left) for comparison. Empirical evaluation reveals that the success rate is affected by the dimensions of the stairs, the ground contact condition, and the number of steps. The first two factors are the physical effects within the single step, and the last factor accumulates the effects from the first two. When the robot climbs on the stairs with a size different than the default one, the timing and the position of the contact offset a i, i=R, L change. Because the change is bi-directional (increase or decrease), the robot is still capable of climbing up as long as the legs can swing onto the next stair. The drawback was the large leg tracking errors owing to the incorrect closed 4 bar linkage formed by fore-leg, body, hind-leg, and the stair. In contrast, the friction condition had a more severe effect than the stair dimensions. Unlike other locomotion tasks, stair climbing involves large potential energy generation which requires solid ground contact so the motor can generate effective leg motion to push the body up. If the stair is dirty or the surface is slippery, the friction force may not be sufficient to grant the contact in the static region. When slippage happens, the contact offset a i always moves toward edge of the step (i.e., introducing shallow contact) and the hip clearance d increases gradually. After multiple-step climbing, the body may pose too far for the front leg to catch the stair, and the robot falls in this scenario. The step shown in Figure 7 (middle) has 7 steps, and the robot could climb with 100% successful rate. The step shown in Figure 7 (right) has more than 10 steps, and the robot usually falls after climbing 7-9 steps. Empirically the dimensions and the materials of the stairs always vary simultaneously. It is unrealistic to evaluate both factors individually. Instead, it is attractive to develop an adequate feedback mechanism which is capable of correcting the robot posture and maintaining the robot configuration relative to the stair. We are currently developing such an algorithm and the results will be reported separately. Following the logic in this paper, the paper's main contribution lies in the framework for designing the leg trajectory and coordination scheme for periodic locomotion like climbing stairs, and 
Conclusion and Future Work
We reported on the algorithm of trajectory planning and four-leg coordination for quasi-static stair climbing in a quadruped robot. The detailed development is based on the geometrical interactions between the robot legs and the stair. The suitable dimensions of the robot and how these parameters affect the algorithm are demonstrated. In addition, a brief study on the quasi-static stability of the robot shows that stability can usually be maintained, and possible unstable postures can be corrected, using the stable four-leg supporting posture. Finally, the algorithm is simulated and evaluated via experimentation, which confirms that the proposed algorithm is functional.
We are currently in the process of developing a feedback mechanism for the algorithm, which will further tolerate much wider geometrical variations of stairs. In the meantime, the dynamics of the system are under investigation.
